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Comb Drive Designs With Minimized Levitation
Pablo G. del Corro, Matthias Imboden, David J. Bishop, Member, IEEE, and Hernan Pastoriza

Abstract— This paper presents two capacitive comb drive
designs for electrostatic actuation of MEMS with the aim to
eliminate the levitation effect often observed in such systems.
By placing a shield over the comb drive fingers, it is possible
to balance the electric field and suppress vertical forces while
maintaining the desired lateral motion. By optimizing the comb
geometry, we demonstrate that our approach is able to reduce the
levitation by an order of magnitude and unwanted coupling of
motion from out-of-plane to in-plane by a factor of 7 compared
with standard comb architectures fabricated using PolyMUMPs
technology, without the need of alternating comb finger polarities
or additional control electrodes. Levitation was reduced to
160 nm, for 3.6-µm lateral displacement at a driving voltage
of 80 V . [2016-0156]

Index Terms— MEMS, comb drives, levitation, actuators.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMB drives [1] are widely used in MEMS devices for
linear actuation due to their relative high stroke and force

that can be achieved. As the capacitance changes linearly
with the displacement along the actuation direction, the force
generated in comb drives is proportional to the actuation
voltage squared and can hence be easily controlled by a
standard voltage source.

In comb drives built using surface micromachining tech-
niques it has been shown [2] that the force exerted to the
mobile structure includes not only the desired lateral compo-
nent, but also a component in the vertical direction, causing
the comb to levitate and rise out of the plane. The electric field
asymmetry [3] generated by the presence of a ground plane
underneath the structure is responsible for this out-of-plane
force. Generally speaking, the relative amplitude of the vertical
force increases with increasing asymmetry of the electric field
above and below the combs.

The levitation effect has been utilized as a mechanism
for generating out-of-plane actuation control [6]. However,
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in general it is an undesirable effect. For one, the out-of-
plane motion modifies the simple, linear mechanical response
with respect to the voltage squared applied. This is the
result of a non-monotonic relationship between the applied
voltage squared and the capacitance [7], [8]. Furthermore, the
accuracy of MEMS based positioners, that often use comb
drives [9], [10], can be compromised.

For high aspect ratio MEMS devices made out of thick SOI
wafers the levitation effect can be negligible. SOI processes
enables one to remove the substrate and the ground plane
beneath the electrically active structure, symmetrizing the
electric field and therefore eliminating any levitation effect.
This allows for the use of comb drives devices in applications
like micro-STMs and mico-AFMs [11]. However, removing
the substrate and ground plane is not always an option and
will often considerably increases the fabrication complexity.

Thinner devices fabricated from deposition/etch processes
such as used in PolyMUMPS [4] or SUMMiT V [5] are
strongly affected by levitation. A number of strategies have
been developed to reduce this effect. Tang et al. [2], [12] pro-
posed the use of alternating the comb finger voltages applied
to the fixed electrodes. With this configuration the fringe field
in the vertical direction is reduced and as consequence so is
the vertical force. However, this approach increases the com-
plexity of the design, requires bi-polar drive electronics and
furthermore does not fully eliminate the out-of-plane motion.
Imboden et al. [13] analyzed the levitation effect in a moving
comb and propose replacing the underlying ground plane with
an active electrode whose voltage can be tuned to compensate
the out-of-plane force. While effective, this approach also
includes more complex drive electronics and increases the
risk of electrostatic pull in as now the moving combs are
attracted to the substrate. Furthermore, when using the combs
for sensing purposes the underlying electrode increases the
parasitic capacitance and reduces sensing accuracy.

We present two novel design alternatives (and variations
thereof) for surface machined comb drives, which by design,
reduce the levitation effect by symmetrizing the electric fields
above and below the combs. This is accomplished by mirroring
the bottom ground plane with a second plane placed above the
comb fingers.

In this study we show how to minimize the levitation
passively within the design and fabrication constraints of the
multi-user PolyMUMPs process provided by MEMSCAP.

II. DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS

A comb drive is made up of two parts, an array of
fixed fingers anchored to the substrate and another array of
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Fig. 1. a) 3D view of a generic interdigitated comb drive structure. b) Slice
through the combs in the overlapped area L0 illustrating the asymmetric elec-
tric field (arrows) and electric potential distribution (colored lines), resulting
in a levitating force Fz .

interdigitated fingers suspended by springs. The fingers of
width w and thickness t are separated by a gap g and overlap
by an initial length L0 as is shown in figure 1 a). Typically,
a grounding plane shorted electrically to the moving structure
is placed underneath all the fingers at a height h. This avoids
unwanted charge accumulation in the substrate [12] or a
floating potential which could adversely affect the stability
of the electromechanical response.

By applying a voltage V to the fixed combs array, an
electrostatic force acts on the mobile structure given by:

�FE = 1

2
�∇CV 2 (1)

where C is the total capacitance of the comb drive. This force
is balanced by springs suspending the mobile structure as
described by Hooke’s law.:

�FM = −k �d (2)

with k the spring constant tensor and �d the spatial
displacement.

In an ideal system the resulting force acts only parallel to the
fingers, resulting in a displacement linear to the square of the
applied voltage ( dC

dx = constant and dC
dy = dC

dz = 0). In typical
systems however, there is an asymmetry in the electrostatic
boundary conditions produced by the ground plane beneath
the fingers. This results in an asymmetry of the electric field
that induces a force normal to the plane of the substrate

FEz (see figure 1 b)). Consequently, the mobile structure
levitates, maximizing the electrical potential energy between
fingers (increasing its capacitance) [7] and consequently the
capacitance becomes a function of z in addition to x .

In the case of a minimal vertical mechanical restoring force,
the maximal levitation displacement would be given when the
electric force FEz = 1

2
∂C
∂z V 2 is equal to zero.

Using the coordinate system of figure 1 a), the electric force
components for the lateral (x) and vertical (z) displacements
can be expressed as [2]:

Fx = 1

2

dC

dx
V 2 Fz = dc

dz

L0

2

(zm − z)

zm
V 2. (3)

Here, c is the capacitance per unit of length, dc
dz the gradient

of the capacitance along the z-axis per unit length, zm is the
asymptotic value that fingers will reach for the given geometry,
and z the vertical displacement.

From these equations the expressions for lateral and vertical
displacements of a comb drive can be approximated as:

x = 1

2kx

dC

dx
V 2 � η

2kx

Nε0t

g
V 2 (4)

and

z =
zm
2

dc
dz L0V 2

kzzm + 1
2

dc
dz L0V 2

. (5)

kx is the spring constant in x direction, η describes the
electromechanical coupling factor for the given geometry, N
is the number of fingers, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and
kz is the spring constant in z direction.

As described in full by Imboden et al. [13] x and z are
interdependent. The levitation will be affected by the lateral
displacement as the overlap between fingers changes from L0
to L0(1 + x/L0), thus by combining equations 4 and 5 one
obtains [13]:

z =
zm
2

dc
dz L0(1 + dC

dx
V 2

2kx L0
)V 2

kzzm + 1
2

dc
dz L0(1 + dC

dx
V 2

2kx L0
)V 2

(6)

or in terms of displacement x :

z =
zm
2

dc
dz L0(1 + x

L0
)V 2

kzzm + 1
2

dc
dz L0(1 + x

L0
)V 2

(7)

The lateral displacement will also be affected by levitation due
the change of dC

dx with levitation [7], increasing the effective
finger thickness.

III. DESIGNS

The PolyMUMPs process used for the fabrication of our
structures offers the possibility to design MEMS devices using
three layers of highly doped poly-silicon and a single metal
layer [4]. The conductive substrate is isolated from the three
layers by a 0.6 μm thick silicon nitride layer. The first poly
silicon layer, Poly0, is 0.5 μm thick and must be anchored to
the nitride. The next poly silicon layer, Poly1 (2 μm thick), is
separated from Poly0 by a 2 μm thick silicon oxide sacrificial
layer. A second oxide layer 0.75 μm thick spaces the Poly1
layer from the top 1.5 μm thick Poly2 layer. Poly1 and Poly2
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can be anchored to the substrate (and/or to each other). A final
gold layer is placed on the Poly2 layer and is used to form a
high quality electrical connection to the MEMS.

Considering that the levitation of the comb drives is a
consequence of the electric fringe field asymmetry, two design
approaches can be used to reduce the vertical actuation. The
first one is to physically remove the underline ground plane
which is difficult to do using standard surface micro fabrication
methods. An alternative approach to symmeterize the electric
field is to mirror the bottom ground plane with a second ground
plane placed above the comb fingers. This is the approach
discussed in this work.

Two different options have been evaluated. One, referred to
as the fully-shielded design, a continuous grounded plane is
placed on top of the mobile fingers of the comb drive. Due to
the fixed number of poly-silicon layers available, this guard
line is fabricated adjacent to the drive and then flipped over the
top of the comb drive after the release. To ensure symmetric
fringe fields the height above the fingers must match the
spacing below the fingers.

A second approach, termed partially-shielded design, is
based on grounded fingers placed above the static, charged
actuation fingers of the comb acting as a screen of the electric
field. In this approach the last poly-silicon layer is used to
build the shield. Two strategies to achieve this partial-shield
are presented.

The task presented here is to maximize the symmetry of
the fringe field while working within the process constraints
and fabrication tolerances: This includes a minimum feature
size of two microns and alignment tolerances of order one
micron. A robust design would enable an efficient, easily
implementable solution to suppress the levitation effect. The
next sections describe the proposed designs and is followed
by their implementation and evaluation.

A. Fully-Shielded Design

This design is a standard comb drive with the addition of
four pillars placed between fingers of the comb array. For
this design the anchored and mobile fingers are built using
the Poly1 and Poly2 layer together. A rectangular shield with
protrusions is fabricated adjacently and tethered by a spring
and hinge system (see figure 2 a)). Using the PolyMUMs
layers, the pillars made of Poly1, Poly2 and gold are level
with the top of the static combs. The protrusions on the
shield are constructed to be of the same height as the gap
between the grounded plane and the comb fingers. After the
release the shield can be flipped over the combs, symmetrically
encapsulating the mobile fingers. Pillars and protrusions are
aligned, so when the shield is flipped over the combs the
protrusions sit on the pillars. In this way the same 2 μm gap
can be ensured above and below the comb fingers.

To symmeterize the fringe fields and eliminate the vertical
force, the shield must be at the same potential as the mobile
fingers and ground plane. By anchoring the pillars to the
grounded plane, the mechanical contact between pillars and
protrusions will ensure an electrical short between the shield
and ground plane as well. As the applied voltage increases,

Fig. 2. a) SEM image of fully-shielded design after released, the shield
has not been flipped. b) Finite element simulation of the electrical potential
distribution (colored scale) and field lines (black arrows) of the fully-shielded
design. A PolyMUMPs process layers reference is included on the left side
of the simulation (dashed lines).

the shield is attracted to the top surface of the comb fingers
improving both the mechanical and electrical contact. Adjacent
pillars must be sufficiently close to ensure minimal mechanical
deformation of the shield. Too many pillars reduce the lateral
force of the drive and increases edge effects. In this case sets
of 8 combs per pillar were fabricated.

Figure 2 b) is a simplified cross section 2D simulation of
this design showing how the electric potential is symmetric
above and below the combs (colored contour lines). Electric
field lines are represented by the arrows. Ideally, this design
would fully eliminate the levitation effect, since the net force
in the vertical direction acting on the mobile fingers vanishes.

B. Partially-Shielded Design

With the three level process provided by PolyMUMPs the
only way to create a continuous symmetric top is by placing
(or flipping) the shield after the release. This requires manual
post processing steps which are not scalable, and hence ill-
suited for mass production. A partially-shielded comb drive
was designed as a way to avoid this extra step. A Poly2
grounded structure is suspended over the charged static combs
and is used as a screen of the electric fringe field. The electric
field lines above the fingers are attracted to the top shield and
behave similarly to the bottom ground plane. The fringe fields
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above the mobile fingers are diminished and the vertical forces
are suppressed.

For this design the anchored and mobile fingers are built
using the Poly1 layer. As the Poly2 layer is now used for
shielding, the fingers are thinner than in the Fully-Shielded
design. The gap between the fingers and the partial shield is
defined by the 0.75 μm second sacrificial silicon oxide layer
(Oxide2). The width of the top screen must be significantly
narrower than the finger width to allow for fabrication toler-
ances. In this case the screen is designed two microns narrower
than the fingers. As the top gap is smaller than the lower gap a
narrower finger can still effectively suppress the fringe fields.
The distance between the bottom surface of fingers and the
grounded plane h is the thickness of the first silicon oxide
sacrificial layer (Oxide1 = 2 μm). This height can be reduced
by using the dimple mask, reducing h by 0.75 μm to 1.25 μm.
For the data presented here, the use of a dimple mask will be
indicated with the label "(dimple)", otherwise no dimple mask
is used.

Two slightly different partially shielded designs are pre-
sented next:

1) Continuous Bottom Ground Plane: For this design,
referred to as Partially-Shielded A, the Poly0 layer is a
continuous ground plane beneath all comb fingers.

A SEM image of Partially-Shielded A (dimple) structure
is shown in figure 3 a). The alignment mismatch of the
PolyMUMPs process can be observed in the offset of the
fixed fingers and the partial shield (∼1 μm). The electric field,
simulated for a perfectly aligned cross section, can be seen in
figure 3 b).

2) Segmented Bottom Ground Plane: As described by
Tang et al. [2], levitation effects can be reduced by modifying
the plane underneath the fingers.

In this design, referred to as Partially-Shielded B, the ground
plane below the fingers is segmented. Each segment is centered
to and held at the same potential as the finger above it.
Maximal electric field symmetry is predicted for fully enclosed
segments. Hence, allowing for fabrication tolerances, the poly0
elements are narrower than the fingers. A 2D finite element
simulation of the electric potential and field lines is depicted in
figure 4. The fingers are now deformed due to the print through
effect of the fabrication process. Some fabrication processes
include planarization between depositions but this significantly
increases the fabrication complexity.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Three devices were fabricated and tested: a standard comb
drive for comparative purposes, the fully-shielded design
expected to have the best performance but requires post release
assembly and the partially-shielded design A (dimple). The
Partially-Shielded A design (without dimple mask) as well
as the Partially-Shielded B have not been fabricated but are
straight forward to implement and have hence been included
in the analysis and evaluation below using finite element
simulations.

For all cases the combs are suspended by the same folded
flexure spring design. This way kx and kz are held constant
for all devices. Furthermore, the number of fingers N (63),

Fig. 3. a) SEM image of the partially-shielded device with a continuous
bottom ground plane(dimple). b) Finite element simulation of the electrical
potential (colored scale) of an ideal cross section (defined by I and II) of the
actuator in the overlapping region. Electric field distribution in z is represented
by black arrows. A PolyMUMPs process layers reference is included on the
left side of the simulation (dashed lines).

Fig. 4. Finite element simulation of the electric potential lines of a cross
section for the partially-shielded B design (colored scale). Electric field lines
are illustrated by black arrows. A PolyMUMPs process layers reference is
included on the left side of the simulation (dashed lines).

their width w (6 μm), length L (32 μm) and initial overlap
L0 (8 μm) are the same for each design.

Figure 5 shows an optical micrograph of the fully-shielded
comb drive with the shield flipped over the comb fingers using
a micro-manipulator.

All measurements of the levitation and lateral displacement
were made using a Wyko NT1100 optical profiler. The origin
is taken to be the zero voltage position for both vertical (z)
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Fig. 5. Optical micrograph of the fully-shielded comb drive with the shield
flipped into place.

and horizontal (x) displacement. All motion occurs in the x −z
plane. Plots of the levitation displacement as a function of the
voltage squared and as a function of the lateral displacement
for all devices are depicted in figure 6 a) and c) respectively.
Figure 6 b) and d) represent the lateral displacement and the
levitation to lateral displacement ratio as a function of the
voltage squared respectively. The applied voltage ranges from
0 to 80 V in 10 V increments.

The experimental data is fitted to equations 6 and 7 to
obtain the electromechanical coupling strength in x and z
as well as the maximum levitation reached (zm). The results
are summarized in table I, where the simulated maximum
levitation is also included for comparison.

It can be seen in figure 6 that the levitation is reduced
considerably for both devices proposed by this work.
As expected the fully-shielded device before the flip-over of
the shield behaves essentially identically to the standard comb.
After the assembly the device becomes fully shielded and the
levitation is limited to 160 nm, a factor of 9.72 lower than
the standard comb. The fact that levitation it is not canceled
completely can be attributed to imperfections in the fabrication
such as the tolerance of the polysilicon and the sacrificial
layers, edge effects as well as a slight deformation of the top
shield at higher drive voltages.

As predicted, the lateral displacement is affected as well.
In order to symmetrize the electric field given the fabrication
constraint, a reduction in the total capacitance C and dC

dx could
not be avoided. In addition to lowering the vertical equilib-
rium position, the new designs presented also significantly
reduce the vertical electromechanical coupling (see Table I).
The lateral electromechanical coupling is also reduced and
consequently the lateral displacement as well, as illustrated
in figures 6 b) and c). Figure 6 b) also shows that the
lateral displacement in a standard comb drive is strongly
affected by levitation at low voltages. This x − z coupling
is almost eliminated by the proposed design as is illustrated
by the reduction in the electromechanical coupling ratio
(see Table I).

It is important to note that the reduction in zm is independent
of the maximum applied voltage. Hence as the drive voltage
increases the z/x displacement ratio falls off dramatically, this
is clearly illustrated in figure 6 d).

The partially shielded design suffers the greatest loss
on lateral electromechanical coupling as the comb finger

thickness has been reduced from 3.5 μm to 2 μm. Even
the fully-shielded design results in a 50% reduction of the
lateral electromechanical coupling strength, an illustration of
the contribution of fringe fields to the capacitance of comb
structures with high gap/thickness ratios. The loss in lateral
motion can be compensated by increasing the drive voltage by
a factor of approximately

√
2, softening the spring constants,

and/or by increasing the number of comb fingers.
The partially-shielded A (dimple) device reduces the levi-

tation to within similar values as reported in [13]. Regarding
the lateral displacement, [13] improves the performance by
approximately 30% with respect to a standard comb drive,
while our design reduces lateral displacement by 65%. Never-
theless, as is explained above, there are several ways to com-
pensate for this loss of lateral displacement. On the other hand,
the fully shielded device can be compared to data of [12].
In both cases levitation has been reduced by an order of mag-
nitude and the lateral displacement is approximately halved.
It should also be noted that the levitation control schemes
discussed in [12] and [13] both require additional voltage
electrodes and corresponding driving circuit, where the solu-
tion presented here requires no such increase in complexity.

To validate the experimental data obtained, the force density
along the vertical axis with respect to the vertical position of
the mobile fingers was simulated. The results are depicted in
figure 7. In addition to the fabricated devices, the simulations
include the dimple free partially-shielded A designs and the
partially-shielded B designs (segmented ground plane). The
zero crossing of the simulation corresponds to the height of
the combs if no restoring force is present. As the levitation
saturates for high drive voltages this position corresponds
to the maximum levitation observed experimentally. The dis-
crepancies between simulation and experimental data can be
explained by imperfect fabrication and edge effects of the finite
comb. The partially-shielded B design predicts a levitation of
only 70 nm without the need for post fabrication assembly,
rivaling the ideal situation (zero levitation) shown in 7 by the
fully-shielded design. Figure 7 also shows that the dimple free
design predicts less levitation than the dimpled design.

The simulations also allows for efficient modeling of the
robustness of the predicted levitation. In particular one may
want to know, given the processing tolerances, what resulting
levitation range should be expected. For this analysis the
tolerances of the PolyMUMPs are taken into account. This
includes variations of the layer thicknesses [4] as well as
alignment accuracies.

Table II shows the simulations performed to evaluate the
robustness (or sensitivity to fabrication tolerances) for the fully
shielded, the partially shielded A and the partially shielded B
designs. No dimpled devices were included for this simulation
since dimple free design predicts less levitation. For all cases
the strongest dependency is observed with regards to changes
in the thickness of the oxide 1 layer, which determines the
height (h) of the combs above the bottom plane. Specifically,
decreasing the thickness of oxide 1 will increase the levitation
by 125 nm, 60 nm and 50 nm for the fully shielded design,
the partially shielded A design and partially shielded B design
respectively.
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Fig. 6. a) Levitation vs. drive voltage squared for designs with his respective fits (lines). b) Lateral displacement vs. drive voltage squared for all designs.
The liner fit appropriates the idealized response, most valid as the levitation vanishes. After the levitation saturates the lateral displacement becomes more
precisely proportional to V 2. c) Comparison of vertical and lateral displacement for all the devices fabricated. d) Levitation to lateral displacement ratio vs.
drive voltage squared.

TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION FITTING PARAMETERS

Partially shielded A and partially shielded B designs are
more robust to layer tolerances than the fully shielded design.
As the fully shielded design relies on exact symmetry to
maintain zero vertical displacement, it is not surprising that
deviations from the ideal can lead to significant shifts of
the equilibrium position. Consequently, it can be shown that
thickness variations of 100 nm in Poly2 and 60 nm in the
Metal layers can together lead to levitation changes of 80 nm
for the fully shielded device, while the same fabrication

Fig. 7. Simulation of lateral force density at a given drive voltage (10 V) in
the overlapped region L0 as a function of comb finger offset. Inset: Close-up
view of the zero crossing, corresponding to the expected levitation amplitude.

variations predict levitation shifts of less than 10 nm for
the other designs. Given the known tolerance of the Poly-
MUMPs fabrication process the 160 nm of levitation observed
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TABLE II

SIMULATED CONTRIBUTION TO THE LEVITATION REACHED FOR THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT TOLERANCES AND ALIGNMENT MISMATCHES

experimentally can be explained by deviations from the ideal
geometry.

Table II also shows that for the partially shielded B design
misalignment between poly silicon layers can even improve on
the perfectly aligned scenario (zero tolerance and alignment
errors). One consideration not included in the simulation
is the effect of leaving insulating gaps beneath a charged
comb finger. This can introduce instabilities as charges get
trapped on the surface of the nitride, and lead to mechanical
instabilities or fluctuations in the drive performance [12], [14].
The Partially shielded A design is predicted to be the most
robust design with regards to layer thickness tolerances and
is almost insensitive to errors in alignment, and hence is the
most reliable design.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have shown that it is possible using design
considerations alone to significantly reduce the effect of levi-
tation in surface micro-machined comb drives. This reduction
can be accomplished without increasing the complexity of the
electrical drive (such as pull in electrodes or alternate polarity
comb fingers). These designs are based on multi project wafer
fabrication processes of a commercial foundry, and the method
can be expanded to other similar planar fabrication processes.
Simulations are used to illustrate the effect of fabrication errors
and indicate that the approach is robust within manufacturing
tolerances. The lower lateral electro-mechanical coupling can
be compensated with the use of higher actuation voltages,
softening the spring constants or increasing the number of
comb fingers. The results prove that levitation can be almost
fully eliminated and that the levitation to lateral displacement
coupling ratio can be significantly reduced, allowing improved
performance of comb drive devices where accurate lateral
displacement is required (such as nano-positioners, accelerom-
eters and gyroscopes) and also improved performance and
sensitivity for its capacitive position sensing.
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